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Abstract

Forensic application of automatically matching skull
with face images is an important research area linking bio-
metrics with practical applications in forensics. It is an op-
portunity for biometrics and face recognition researchers
to help the law enforcement and forensic experts in giving
an identity to unidentified human skulls. It is an extremely
challenging problem which is further exacerbated due to
lack of any publicly available database related to this prob-
lem. This is the first research in this direction with a two-
fold contribution: (i) introducing the first of its kind skull-
face image pair database, IdentifyMe, and (ii) presenting a
preliminary approach using the proposed semi-supervised
formulation of transform learning. The experimental re-
sults and comparison with existing algorithms showcase the
challenging nature of the problem. We assert that the avail-
ability of the database will inspire researchers to build so-
phisticated skull-to-face matching algorithms.

1. Introduction

“Some say, ‘That’s such an old case, why do it?’ I say,
‘Why not?’ They still deserve their names back.” - Joe
Mullins, National Center for Missing and Exploited Chil-
dren.

In 2012, law enforcement authorities found the remains
of a young girl in Opelika, Oklahoma1. From the skull of
the girl, forensic experts reconstructed the face (top left in
Figure 1) and released it to the public. After few years,
they also created the computerized composite of the girl and
shared it with the public. However, more than five years
have passed and the identity of the girl is still unknown.

This case and several other such cases show that iden-
tification is not only required by the living people but it is
also important for the dead. Identification for the living has
been well studied and multiple biometric modalities pro-
vide efficient and accurate methods for identification. How-

1https://identifyus.org/en/cases/9834

Figure 1: Clay reconstruction and 3D facial composite of a
girl whose remains were found in Opelika, Oklahoma.

Figure 2: Skeleton, reconstructed clay composite, and ac-
tual face image of two individuals. The images are taken
from the Internet.

ever, dead bodies and remains of individuals who have suf-
fered unfortunate death due to crime or natural calamities,
often do not have the luxury of having biometrics modal-
ities intact. Fingerprints [4] and iris [12] may be decom-
posed while dental and DNA patterns may not exist in med-
ical or national identification databases. Further, there are
several cases where only some body parts are available, for
instance head, hand or leg. While the bones in hand or leg
can be used to determine DNA and, to a certain extent eth-



nicity and gender as well, however, forensic experts can re-
construct a lot more information if the skull is available.
They can determine the DNA, age, gender (depending on
the age), and reconstruct the entire face which may be very
useful in forensic and law enforcement investigation.

This research paper explores how the biometrics and face
recognition community can help forensic experts in identi-
fying the person from the skull. Given the skull of a person,
forensic experts first determine the age, gender and ethnicity
of the person using several morphological measures [14],
followed by generating the facial reconstruction from the
skull using clay sculpture. This process is generally per-
formed manually; however, recently some of the labs have
started using 3D reconstruction software such as FaceIT
and ReFace [3]. Figure 2 shows the skeleton, clay recon-
struction, and original face images (from left to right) from
two solved cases2 3. This process, when performed manu-
ally, takes a little over a week for one skull while generat-
ing computerized 3D reconstruction takes 3-4 days. Given
this process, face matching can be performed in two ways:
(i) matching the skull with face images, and (ii) matching
the composite with face images. Matching reconstructed
composite with face images might appear easier, however
it requires an expert forensic anthropologist and at least 3-4
days for generating the composite.

In this research, we examine the feasibility of matching
skull to face images, that may be available in a missing per-
son database. We postulate that matching skull to face im-
ages can be considered as another dimension/covariate in
heterogeneous face recognition research with forensic ap-
plications. The first and foremost requirement of pursuing
this research is a database of skull and corresponding face
images. Therefore, we first prepared the IdentifyMe - Skull
and Face Image Database which contains mated pairs of
skull and face images from 35 individuals and 429 indepen-
dent skull images. The database will be released to the re-
search community to promote further research in this area.
We next propose a preliminary algorithm using transform
learning to match skull with face images, along with estab-
lishing the baseline skull-to-face matching performance of
several existing algorithms. The results show that the prob-
lem at hand is a challenging yet feasible research problem,
requiring creation of a larger database and specifically de-
signed algorithms to correctly determine the identity of the
person with high accuracy/precision.

2. Proposed IdentifyMe Dataset
While existing research has focused on creating facial

reconstructions from skulls, no work has been done to au-
tomate the matching of skull images to digital face images.

2http://catyanaskoryfalsetti.com/forensic-art/
3https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/about-us/lab/forensic-science-

communications/fsc/jan2001/phillips.htm

This is the first work which aims to match a given skull im-
age to a large number of face images to retrieve the identity
of the given skull image. Due to the lack of an existing
dataset for the above problem, we have prepared the pro-
posed IdentifyMe dataset. The proposed dataset contains
464 skull images, and is divided into two parts: (i) skull
and digital face image pairs, and (ii) unlabeled supplemen-
tary skull images. The first component consists of pairs col-
lected from real world examples of solved skull identifica-
tion cases, while the second part contains unlabeled skull
images. Details of the two components of the proposed
IdentifyMe dataset are provided below:

2.1. Skull and Face Image Pairs

A total of 35 skull images and their corresponding face
images are collected from various sources. Some of these
pairs correspond to real world cases where a skull was found
and later identified to belong to a missing person. Owing
to the unavailability of such kind of real world data, this
component also consists of some famous reconstructed face
and skull image pairs. Figure 3(a) presents some sample
skull-digital face image pairs from the proposed IdentifyMe
dataset. Unavailability of high quality, well-illuminated
digital face images for real world cases further renders the
given problem challenging.

2.2. Unlabeled Supplementary Skull Images

The second component of the proposed dataset consists
of 429 unlabeled, supplementary skull images. While it is
difficult to obtain skull-digital image pairs, however, one
can also obtain unlabeled skull images from the Internet.
Although the identities of the skull images of this compo-
nent are unknown, these set of images can be utilized for
unsupervised learning based algorithms. Owing to the het-
erogeneity of the problem, and large variations observed be-
tween the domains of digital face images and skulls, this
component of unlabeled supplementary skull images can
thus be used to reduce the domain gap between the two.

The proposed IdentifyMe dataset will be made pub-
licly available to the research community4. Moreover, this
dataset will also be made available as a contributory dataset,
wherein researchers are invited to add to the existing dataset
by providing some of the images (obtained from the Inter-
net or other sources). We will first ensure that the images
are not already available in the database and then release
the new set of images as part of the database with acknowl-
edgment to the contributors. This will ensure incremental
growth in the resources and foster research in the domain of
skull to digital face image matching.

4http://iab-rubric.org/resources/identifyme.html



(a) The first row corresponds to the digital face images, while the second
contains their respective skull images.

(b) Unlabeled supplementary skull images.

Figure 3: Sample images from the proposed IdentifyMe -
Skull and Face Image Database.

2.3. Protocols

In order to standardize further research on skull to digi-
tal photo matching, two protocols are provided for the pro-
posed dataset. In real world scenarios of missing person,
it is unlikely for law enforcement agencies to perform face
verification (1:1 matching) with skull images. Therefore,
two identification protocols are defined on the proposed
dataset. Each protocol consists of five-fold cross valida-
tion in order to remove any bias of a particular train-test
partition. As is the case in real world, the digital photos
correspond to the gallery images (or the database), and the
skull images correspond to the probes. The two protocols
are defined as follows:
Protocol-1: The first protocol utilizes only the 35 skull-
face image pairs. These pairs are divided into five folds for
performing five fold cross validation. Each fold consists of
seven pairs, such that four folds are used for training, and
the remaining one fold is used for testing.
Protocol-2: In real world scenarios, a skull image is re-
quired to be identified against a large database of face im-
ages from different gender, age and ethnicity. Therefore, in
order to mimic this real world scenario, the second protocol
consists of an extended gallery, where 993 additional dig-
ital images are added in the gallery (to obtain a gallery of
1000 images). Therefore, each fold in this protocol consists
of 1000 gallery images (digital face images) and 7 probe
images (skull images).

The first protocol attempts to perform identification
within the proposed dataset only, while the second proto-
col mimics the real world scenario of having a much larger

dataset against which a given input will be matched. The
above defined train-test partitions, for all five folds will be
provided along with the dataset to the research community.

3. Proposed Algorithm
For skull to face matching, there are two major restric-

tions in building automated algorithms: (i) limited training
samples per subject and (ii) overall limited training data.
Due to the sensitive nature of the problem, getting multiple
training samples from each subject is exceptionally chal-
lenging. The problem is further exacerbated with availabil-
ity of limited labeled training data (specifically, no training
data before this research). Therefore, data intensive algo-
rithms such as deep learning will be extremely demanding
and may overfit. On the other hand, algorithms which do not
require training such as handcrafted features or relatively
less training such as dictionary learning or transform learn-
ing can be explored. In this research, we propose transform
learning based skull to face matching by utilizing the do-
main specific knowledge (i.e. face) and problem specific
knowledge (i.e. skull).

Ravishankar and Bresler [9] proposed transform learn-
ing, an analysis equivalent of dictionary learning. It is a
representation learning technique to learn a transformation
space, T which is used to produce a representation, Z for
given input samples, X. It is mathematically written as:

argmin
T,Z

‖TX− Z‖2F + λ
(
ε ‖T‖2F − log detT

)
s.t. ‖Z‖0 ≤ τ

(1)

A penalty term, in the form of `2-norm regularization of the
transformation matrix, T is added in order to balance the
scale. The (log detT) term is the log-determinant regular-
izer [6], added to prevent possible degenerate solutions. Ex-
isting papers [10, 11] show the following alternating mini-
mization approach to learn T and Z:

1. Initialize T, Z

2. Fix T, learn Z as:

Z← argmin
Z

‖TX− Z‖2F , such that ‖Z‖0 ≤ τ

(2)

3. Fix Z, learn T as:

T← argmin
T

‖TX− Z‖2F + λ
(
ε ‖T‖2F − log detT

)
(3)

Natively, transform learning is an unsupervised repre-
sentation learning approach. In this research, we first extend
the formulation and propose Semi-Supervised Transform
Learning. We next propose two algorithms for skull to face
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Figure 4: Illustrating the steps involved in the proposed Supervised Transform Learning for skull to face image recogni-
tion. Input images or features of skulls and face images are used to learn transform matrices (Ts,Tf ) and corresponding
representations (Zs,Zf ). The learned representations are then used to learn the classifier weights W.

identification: (a) using Unsupervised Transform Learning
(US-TL) and (b) using Semi-Supervised Transform Learn-
ing (SS-TL).

3.1. Skull to Face Matching using Unsupervised
Transform Learning (US-TL)

The proposed unsupervised transform learning based al-
gorithm utilizes the traditional transform learning model to
learn representations for the face images and skull images
independently. The proposed algorithm is explained as fol-
lows:

1. Given input training face images Xf , a transformation
matrix, Tf and representation Zf are learned.

argmin
Tf ,Zf

‖TfXf − Zf‖2F + λ(ε ‖Tf‖2F − log detTf )

(4)
Equation 4 is learned using unlabeled face images with
the aim of learning effective representations in a trans-
formed space.

2. Similarly, a transform learning model is trained for
skull images Xs to learn representations Zs and trans-
formation matrix, Ts:

argmin
Ts,Zs

‖TsXs − Zs‖2F + λ(ε ‖Ts‖2F − log detTs)

(5)
In order to learn Ts and Zs, unlabeled skull images are
used (details are given in implementation details).

3. Euclidean distances of the final representations, Zf and
Zs are used to perform identification or match skull
images to face images.

3.2. Skull to Face Matching using Semi-Supervised
Transform Learning (SS-TL)

The unsupervised transform learning approach does not
specifically encode “matchability” and “supervision” with

respect to domain specific knowledge (i.e. face) and prob-
lem specific knowledge (i.e. skull). We extend the unsu-
pervised transform learning formulation to semi-supervised
transform learning for matching a given skull image to
faces. Figure 4 illustrates the overview of the proposed al-
gorithm.

In this research, the unsupervised transform learning is
extended using a perceptron like classifier-weight learning.
For face and skull input data (Xf and Xs), the modified
formulation is expressed as:

argmin
Ts,Zs,Tf ,Zf ,W

‖TfXf − Zf‖2F

+ λ(ε ‖Tf‖2F − log detTf ) + ‖TsXs − Zs‖2F
+ λ(ε ‖Ts‖2F − log detTs) +W[ZfZs]

(6)

where, W[ZfZs] is the supervision term which enables
supervision by encoding class information to perform im-
proved matching of skull to face representations, and
‖TfXf − Zf‖2F and ‖TsXs − Zs‖2F terms are used to
learn representations. Since supervised training samples are
very limited, we further extend the training process which
utilizes both unsupervised and supervised samples as fol-
lows:

1. The first step in the proposed algorithm involves learn-
ing two independent representations and transforms
(Zf , Zs, Tf , and Ts) using Equations 4 and 5 for face
and skull, respectively. This is performed using unla-
beled face and skull data.

2. In Equation 6, initialize Tf ,Zf and Ts,Zs using the
values obtained from unlabeled training data obtained
in Step 1. Initialize W with ones.

3. Using labeled training data, recompute Ts,Zs,Tf ,Zf

and compute W.



In the proposed semi-supervised training, we utilize both
domain specific and problem specific knowledge and later
incorporate supervision for improved performance. To train
the model, alternating minimization approach is utilized.

3.3. Implementation Details

Unsupervised Transform Learning: Face images from
CMU Multi-PIE [5] dataset have been used as unlabeled
face images to train Equation 4 and learn Tf and Zf . The
same images are also used for pre-training the model in
Equation 5. Unlabeled Supplementary Skull images from
the proposed IdentifyMe dataset are used to perform unsu-
pervised training to learn Ts and Zs.
Semi-Supervised Transform Learning: Tf , Zf and Ts,
Zs are learned using Equation 4 and 5 as explained above
in an unsupervised manner for face and skull images re-
spectively. To incorporate supervision and learn the weight
matrix, W, the training partition of the skull and face image
pairs from the proposed IdentifyMe dataset is utilized.
Detection and Registration: Digital faces are detected us-
ing Haar Cascade approach [13] whereas skulls are manu-
ally detected. Area-based alignment is performed using the
Image Alignment Toolbox5, in order to register the skull
and face images. In the proposed algorithms, we have used
pixel values for Xf and Xs (represented as US-TL+Pixels)
and SS-TL + Pixels), and HOG features (represented as US-
TL + HOG and SS-TL + HOG). Experiments are performed
on a workstation with Xeon 2.7GHz processor and 64GB
RAM under MATLAB environment.

4. Experiments and Results

Experiments are performed on the above protocols de-
fined in Section 2.3 to present baseline results on the pro-
posed dataset, along with the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Identification results are shown with the follow-
ing hand-crafted features and learned representations: (i)
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [2], (ii) Local Bi-
nary Pattern (LBP) [8], (iii) Dense Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (DSIFT) [1], and (iv) Dictionary Learning [7].
In Dictionary Learning, the dictionary is trained on a sub-
set of CMU Multi-PIE [5] face dataset, containing frontal
well-illuminated face images.

Once the features are extracted using the above algo-
rithms, Euclidean distance is utilized for performing iden-
tification. For the proposed transform learning algorithm,
results are presented with both Unsupervised Transform
Learning (US-TL) and Semi-Supervised Transform Learn-
ing (SS-TL). Since the proposed models can extract features
from any input data, results are shown with raw pixels (im-
ages as it is) and HOG features as input. Data augmentation

5http://iatool.net/

Table 1: Rank-1 identification accuracies (%) obtained for
the two protocols on the proposed IdentifyMe dataset.

Algorithm Protocol-1 Protocol-2
HOG [2] 34.2 25.7
LBP [8] 28.5 14.2
DSIFT [1] 28.5 20.0
DL [7] 31.4 22.9

Proposed Transform Learning
US-TL + Pixels 31.4 25.7
SS-TL + Pixels 34.2 28.6
US-TL + HOG 37.1 34.2
SS-TL + HOG 42.9 37.1

is performed on the gallery images by flipping across the
y-axis and varying the brightness.

Figure 5 presents bar graphs summarizing the rank-1 and
rank-5 identification accuracies and Table 1 tabulates the
rank-1 identification accuracies for the two protocols on the
proposed dataset. Average accuracies across the five folds
are reported. It is observed that:

• For the first protocol, where the gallery consists of
only seven face images corresponding to the seven skull
probes, the maximum rank-1 identification accuracy ob-
tained, without using the proposed algorithm is 34.2%
(HOG). Figure 5(a) presents the corresponding bar graph
of accuracies with all the features.

• The proposed Semi-Supervised Transform Learning (SS-
TL) with HOG features as input presents the best per-
formance by achieving a rank-1 identification accuracy
of 42.9% (Table 1). The improvement of more than 8%
over the accuracy achieved by HOG features can directly
be attributed to the proposed formulation.

• Table 1 also presents the performance of Unsupervised
Transform Learning (US-TL) with pixel values and HOG
features as input. For both cases, SS-TL performs at least
3% better than US-TL. This motivates the inclusion of
supervision in the proposed model for performing skull
to digital image matching.

• Figure 6 presents the score distribution of the genuine and
impostor pairs using HOG features for the first protocol,
obtained across all five folds. No clear distinction can
be observed between the scores of the two classes, fur-
ther motivating the challenging nature of the problem at
hand. While the number of genuine scores having large
value and impostor scores having low value of Euclidean
distance is less, however, the distribution in the middle
range is overlapping.

• Figure 5(b) presents the bar graph obtained for the sec-
ond protocol, where an extended gallery of 993 subjects
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Figure 5: Bar graphs displaying the identification accuracies (%) obtained at rank-1 and rank-5 for the two protocols.

Figure 6: Score distribution of the Euclidean distance val-
ues obtained for the genuine and impostor face-skull pairs
using HOG features for the first protocol.

is also used (i.e, total gallery size is 1000). Similar
to the previous protocol, Histogram of Oriented Gradi-
ents (HOG) obtains the highest identification accuracy
of 25.7%. Using HOG features as input, the proposed
SS-TL model achieves a rank-1 identification accuracy
of 37.1%. The proposed model displays an improvement
of more than 10%, as compared to HOG features based
classification.

• The improved performance of the transform learning
models obtained at rank-1 and rank-5 (Figure 5) further
motivates learning based algorithms utilizing the supple-
mentary unlabeled component of the proposed Identi-
fyMe dataset. Since the information content in skulls and
digital face images varies significantly, learning from the
supplementary unlabeled skull images helps in reducing
these variations.

• The drop in the best performing rank-1 accuracy from
42.9% (protocol-1) to 37.1% (protocol-2) motivates the

challenging nature of the problem. In real world cases,
where the law enforcement agencies have a large dataset
of images against which a given probe image needs to
be matched, improved algorithms are required to address
this challenging problem.

5. Conclusion

Determining the identity of human remains, particularly
skull, is a long standing problem in forensic applications.
Forensic experts first create a facial reconstruction from
the skull using clay technique or computerized 3D meth-
ods. The composite can then be shared with the media and
matched across already available face databases including
the missing person database. This research attempts to build
an algorithm for matching skull to digital face images. A
novel database, IdentifyMe database, has been prepared by
the authors which consists of more than 450 skull images,
including 35 real world skull-face image pairs. Two pro-
tocols emulating the real world scenarios, along with their
baseline results have also been reported to facilitate research
in this direction. Due to the difference in information con-
tent of skull and digital images, a Semi-Supervised Trans-
form Learning (SS-TL) algorithm has been proposed for
performing identification of skull images. For both the pro-
tocols, the proposed SS-TL algorithm achieves improved
performance, in comparison with other baseline results. In
order to encourage further research in this area, the Iden-
tifyMe dataset will be made publicly available to the re-
search community as a contributory dataset, wherein, other
researchers would be encouraged to contribute and use the
dataset.
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